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Abstract- Networked virtual environment (NVE) provides an worlds are densely populated in specific regions intensively.
environment that a number of entities recognizes and interacts Therefore, the server that handles densely populated regions
with each other. Mainly, NVE systems use multiple servers to cannot utilize all the performance it has and the responding
process requests from a large numbers of clients. But these speed and stability can be deteriorated promptly.
servers can meet the excessive load situations caused by entities' In this paper, we propose a model to replace the problem of
behaviors on real time service. In order to cope with these densely populated regions. We propose architecture to rapidlysituations, dynamic load balancing techniques are used to . . .

a

redistribute works of servers in realtime [2]. In this paper, we andeffipcently divide and manage the virtual worlds and
propose a dynamic load balancing model that readjusts the propose a dynamic load balancing model to control and adjust
partitions of the virtual worlds in realtime with the situation of the boundaries among multiple servers based on distribution
each server manages an allocated partition and we present the of entities in real time. Proposed model proves the efficiency
simulation results for this model to illustrate its effectiveness. by simulating various entity distribution cases.

Keywords - Dynamic load balancing, networked virtual 2. Efficient Boundary Partition Management
environment, partitioning method, virtual world management.

repartitioning1. Introduction rtin

Networked virtual environment (NVE) provides an
environment that a number of entities (e.g. avatars) recognizes
and interacts with each other in a shared virtual environment.
In NVE, there exists computer or video games, business and
military training, and education purpose programs, ranges
from small to large scales of participants.
Generally speaking, NVE Systems use multiple servers to Figure 1. Reflexive 4-partitioning method in virtual worlds

process interactions of entities or objects in a virtual
environment. Each server processes requests from a large
numbers of clients that belong to the server and transmits
related events or modified entity information to their neighbor
clients, so that these entities exist in the same virtual worlds,
granting simultaneity. There exist several loads in multiple
servers for NVE. The work load occurred in the server because
of its management of the client and request handling. There
exists a communication load in the server because of network
communication between client and server and between servers
[1,3]. Because of these loads, a single server has a limited 1 17 5 18 2 6
process capability. 9 13 iC 14
The large scale NVE systems deal with the server's capability
of user connections but they also deal with unevenly 3 7 4 E
distributed entities in the virtual worlds. In general, the NVE
systems evenly divide the virtual worlds and allocate each 11 15 12 16
divided region to its corresponding server. However, because
of characteristic of NVE system, the entities in the virtual Figure 2. Processing region management using quad tree
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As increasing the number of client, NVE Systems have a collecting entity distribution information in realtime in the
characteristic of expanding the sizes of virtual worlds and virtual worlds. That is, we compute and figure out appropriate
increasing the number of the server which is necessary to a server management region in realtime and adjust dynamic load
service. This virtual worlds should be divided and managed balancing [1,2,3].
appropriately; but the larger virtual worlds, the more complex
their managements. However, the definition of managing Condition 2 is a basis that we evaluate the loads of servers
methods to virtual worlds and servers should be preceded to quantitatively. Based on Condition 2, we can classify and
propose a dynamic load balancing model and these methods define the loads from multiple servers. In Condition 2, we
have great effects on the application scope and efficiency of a defined C, W, and M and the load of the partition in ih server
dynamic load balancing model. L can be
Figure 1 illustrates the method to partition the virtual worlds Lca be

using reflexive 4 domain partitioning technique [6]. Using this = aW, + bC, + cM, with a + b + c =1. ()
spatial partitioning method, the server can easily manage the
domain process using quad tree. Figure 2 illustrates the In this equation, the terms a, b, and c are weight factors
allocation of domain process and its management in the server W
based on the sequence of domain allocation of server.
This reflexive 4-partitioning method has a characteristic that

divides virtual worlds by the number of server and makes We state Condition 3 because we are able to acquire a
one-to-one correspondence between the server and the virtual process efficiency enhancement such as an enhancement of
world's partition; regardless of the size of virtual world and server's response time if we maintain the managing region of a
the number of server, this method has wide application ability server as an optimized state. The dynamic load balancing
[5]. In addition, as this method is intuitional and simple model for enhancing the process efficiency of a server can be

properties on its application and processing steps, it increases defined by applying reflexive 4-partitioning method in the
theexpedience andpeffectiveness ofcaedynamic load balancing previous section. If we divide the virtual worlds using
model. 4-partitioning method, we get reflexive load balancing for 4

partitioned regions in maximum. If dynamic load balancing
3. A Dynamic Load Balancing Model for maximum 4 existing partitioned regions is defined, an

efficient model is also defined without consideration of size of

It is very complex to compute the optimized domain process virtual world or number of servers. Figure 3 illustrates
with due regard to the loads in the server based on entity reflexive operation for dynamic load balancing in reflexive 4

distribution. Instead it will cause the degradation of capability partitioning method. In dynamic load balancing, it is started

and performance in the server. Thus, it is desirable to raise the with Depth 0, Depth], ... , Depth n, reflexively, and optimized
efficiency based on general.c.aracteristics.in.NVE systems.load deviation in each depth uniforms the load deviation inefficiency based on general characteristics in NlVE systems. btensres
We simplified and raised the efficiency on dynamic load
balancing model through the following conditions. Dynamic LoadBalancinc

Depth 2

Condition 1. The entity distribution in the virtual worlds is .

unpredictable and changed in real-time. Dynamic LadBalanci **
Dynamic Load Balancinc / p '

Condition 2. The process loads in the server are denoted Depth1 o/
as W(work load) due to the management and process of Dynamic LadBalancnc

entities, C(communication load) due to the interaction of
entities in boundary regions in multiple servers,
M(management load) due to domain management in the
virtual worlds. [1, 3] At this time, the relative weight ofeach
load is C > W > M.

Condition 3. Raise the efficiency by maintaining the
optimized state by Condition 1.

Condition 4. The boundary domains should be remained in
straight line so that an average communication load can Figure 3. Reflexive operation of load balancing
be minimized in boundary domains.

Because finding an optimized server processing region is to
We state Condition 1 because entities in the virtual world maintain each partition with uniform loads, this can be restate

interact for their own decision and purpose, their distribution that minimization of standard deviation in load of the partition
is unpredictable. Thus it is limited to decide the management in ith server L proposed in Condition 2. Thus, if we set the
region by predicting their distribution. Therefore, it is efficient
to compute server management region for each situation by number of partition in a specific depth as d (.< 4) and an
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average of load L ik in kth partition as Lk then standard load virtual world is getting larger. Thus, we believe that
deviatio SD freahpatitiapplication of optimized partition searching techniques that

deviation SDk for each partition is sequentially searches for next optimized partition based on
current partition will enhance the application possibility and

d processing efficiency of proposed dynamic load balancing
SDk= '(Lik-L*)2/d with d(.4) (2) model [4]. Figure 5 illustrates a simplified load searching

Z.i=l k technique based on our idea.

At this time, k can be obtained by minimizing SD. In next section, we will conduct experiments of the dynamic
d load balancing model that is implemented by a reflexive

min(SDk) =SDk* = Z (Lik* Lk * )2 /d (3) 4-partitioning method, four conditions and simplified load
\li=1 searching technique; and present the simulation results.

Condition 4 proposes a method for minimizing average of C,
which is a primary factor of loads in communications with 4. Experiments
other servers under the statement of "distribution ofentities in
virtual world is unpredictable." In this section, we present an experiment result through the
Ifwe assume that "distribution ofentities in virtual world is actual implementation of the dynamic load balancing model
uniform ", then C can be minimized when the boundary we proposed. Experiments was conducted on a virtual world
between partition regions is maintained in straight line and that has a 10,OOOm x 10,OOOm size and is divided evenly by
such characteristic improves an application efficiency of 1OOm; and measured computation times and standard load
managing technique and dynamic load balancing model in deviations of the load balancing when 1,000 or 10,000 entities
virtual world. Figure 4 illustrates the case of2 4 of partitions were distributed by uniform distribution (UD) or skewed
in virtual world. distribution (SD) or clustered distribution (CD). The weight

factor of each load was set by a =o. 4, b =o. 5, c =o. I and the
x=5 (x y)(4)4 Zx yAx) (3 ) partition number of virtual world was set by 4 or 16.

Experiments also used the load searching technique in Figure
5 and applied it in every second. Figure 6 shows uniform,
skewed and clustered distributions that applied in this
experiments.

(a) zs 2,df~1 (b) zs 3,df 2 (c) zs 4,df 3

Figure 4. Minimization of average of C using minimization of boundary
region

(x y Ax) = (3 2 3) Figure 6. Uniform, skewed, clustered distributions.
(x y Ax)= (2 2 2)- {x y Ax)= (3 2 2)

{x y Ax) =3 2 )
Ax- In case of4 partitions, the experiment result for 1,000 entities
XAX4 (x y Ax)=(3 2 3) is shown in Table 1 and result for 10,000 entities is shown in

(x Ax)= (2 2 2) {x y Ax)= (3 2 2) - (x y Ax)= (3 2 2) Table 2. After completing dynamic load balancing, the(x y Ax) =(3 2 '

Ax-' standard deviation of estimated load has a trend that CD is
xTy Ax). Ax y Ax) = {2 3) relatively high. It is noticed that there is a relation ofUD < SD+ x{x Ax= ( 22) {x y Ax)-= 22: X n < CD for computation time of load searching and balancing.

t lllAx-E Ax)=C l2We also found that relation ofUD < SD < CD for convergence
y4 xl (x yAx)=23 3 time for reaching final optimized load state.

AX(4{XY EX)32x y Ax)-2 = 2) |Subsequently in case of 16 partitions, the experiment result
S l l lAx4+oo Sl for 1,000 entities is shown in Table 3 and the result for 10,000
D2 (xyAx) =(2 entities is shown in Table 4. For operating dynamic loadY- K x y Ax) = 2 E ) x y Ax) = {2 2)

{xy balancing, it is computed in depth O for 4 partitions. However,
Step findbetter Step2 findbetter in case of 16 partitions, the server should compute in both

partitioning position x partitioning positior Ax depths 0 and 1. Thus, the operation time isdoubledin16
Figure 5. Simplifiled load searching technique partitions. In other hands, 16 partitions can have better

partitions because they have higher degree of freedom
For actual implementation for such dynamic load balancing compared to 4 partitions. Consequently, 16 partitions have

model, the load deviation of entire virtual world is inspected lower standard deviation of final load. Moreover, both 4 and
and then the partition k* is found using Eq. 3. However, it is 16 partitions have similar convergence time.
difficult to instantly find optimized partition k* when the
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Table 1. 1,000 entities in 4 partitions optimized state is converged due to load searching technique
Final Load Convergence Operation in Figure 5. This problem should be eliminated by enhancing

Standard Deviation Time (s) Time (ms) load searching technique.
UD 8 2 20
SD 11 24 530 5. Conclusion
CD 5 24 725

Table 2. 1,000 entities in 4 partitions In this paper, we proposed a dynamic load balancing model
Final Load Convergence Operation that can be applied on realtime NVE systems. We used a

Standard Deviation (s) Time (ms) partitioning and managing architecture in the virtual worlds
UD 230 2 22 and we proved that it is efficient; and we also proved that
SD 36 39 763 reflexive load balancing architecture and a minimum load
CD 416 49 1404 search technique improved realtime processing efficiency.

The experiment showed that adopting dynamic load
Table enttis on1prtins balancing model that we proposed results in very low
FinalrLoad Convergence Operation computation time and increment of the application possibility

Standard Deviation Time (s) Time (ins) t V ytmi elie
UD 2 4 144 to NVE system in realtime.

SD 3 22 967 In future work, we will customize the load searching
CD 1 22 1236 technique and apply the dynamic load balancing model to the

real networking environments; and also simulate the model
Table 4. 10,000 entities in 16 artitions using a virtual client [7] that can give various functions to the
Final Load Convergence Operation entities.

Standard Deviation Time (s) Time (ms)
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Figure 8. SD and CD in 16 partitions

In this experiment, it is noticed that computation time is
lower after applying dynamic load balancing model. It is also
noticed that SD and CD show relatively consistent and
reasonable load devation and convergence time in abnormal
situation. However, we found a phenomenon that local
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